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ABSTRACT 
The contention in this paper is that Henri Fauconnier’s renowned novel The Soul of Malaya (Malaisie) written and set in colonial 
Malaya, deserves a closer reading within the context of the Modernist genre, and beyond. The novel’s wider significance often 
has been overlooked in favour of viewing it as symptomatic of a colonial mindset. In part this is a fair assessment, but there are 
other aspects of this award-winning novel that deserve a deeper exploration and hence a wider readership and scholarship. 
Fauconnier’s novel echoes much of what was to come after him. While the novel merits inclusion into the Modernist canon, 
Malaisie also – takes the reader of Camus, for example, into familiar territory. Existentialism and Dasein  (“Being in the World”) 
are central concerns which are deftly explored and articulated in this remarkable homage to humanity’s quest for meaning. 
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When the head-hunters were troublesome in the old days he set out to chastise them with a thrill of pride in 
his own behaviour (Maugham, W. Somerset, 2000:60).  
The search for a place of perfection lies at the heart of the present discussion on Henri Fauconnier (1879-
1973), an author who put Malaya, British colonial Malaya that is, at the heart of his foray into literature. It is 
this search – and, more specifically – the frustrated search for a perfect world, and the belief that at least a 
better world can exist – that lie at the heart of what one can call the “literature of impasse”. 
Many authors we would describe as Modernist, explore the “dystopia” that the modern world had become. 
Fauconnier, like many of his contemporaries and those that came before and after him, is also concerned with 
the dystopia that is the world, and like them, he had lived through the First World War. In many respects, The 
Soul of Malaya or Malaisie to give it its French title, can be read as a reaction to that watershed conflict. 
Fauconnier lived through that war, and the war forms the catalyst of his novel. He only wrote one major 
novel, and some short stories in a collection entitled Visions. However, despite his primary professional 
involvement being in rubber planting, his only novel won him the prestigious Prix de Goncourt in 1930. And, 
except in Malaysia, he is largely a forgotten figure. He never achieved canonical status and yet, there is much 
to suggest that he deserves recognition, beyond the confines of “colonial literature”. He also deserves 
recognition beyond some of the reductive approaches that prefer to see him as an exemplar of the 
“Eurocentricism” which does often mar an accurate reflection of lands beyond Europe or North America. 
In Fauconnier’s Malaisie, we see not so much a utopia as such, but a reaction against the dystopia that Europe 
had become for the author: 
Non, je ne m’étonnais plus de vivre dans un autre monde qui était devenu le mien bien plus que l’Europe 
(Fauconnier, Bernard, 2003: 68). [No, I wasn’t surprised to be living in another world, that had become mine, 
much more so than Europe (author’s translation).]  
Malaisie is as much about the First World War as it is about Malaya in that Malaisie is an obvious reaction to 
the cataclysmic dystopia of the First World War: 
La guerre ne se raconte pas, dit mon père, elle se vit jusqu’à la mort pour la plupart. Blessés 
dans leur chair ou dans leur âme, ceux qui survivent, ne peuvent oublier les instants de 
souffrance dégradante qu’ils ont subis. Certains les rabâchent toute leur vie à la grande 
exaspération de leurs proches, enfants et petits-enfants, d’autres se taisent pour la vie mais en 
rêvent toutes les nuits d’atroces cauchemars. Le subconscient ne les lâche pas et les torture. Je 
fus de ceux-là. […] Je l’ai seulement évoquée au début et à la fin de “Visions”, et une fois au 
commencement de “Malaisie” pour introduire l’histoire (Fauconnier, B., 2003: 113). [One 
doesn’t talk about the war, my father said; for the most part one lives it until death. Wounded in 
their flesh and in their soul, those who survive, cannot forget the moments of degrading 
suffering that they endured. Of course it gnaws at them for their entire lives, to the exasperation 
of those close to them, their children and grandchildren, others keep quiet about it but the dream 
about it every night in dreadful nightmares. The subconscious does not cease to torture them. I 
was among those. [...] I only mentioned the war at the beginning and at the end of Visions and 
once at the beginning of Malaisie to introduce the story (author’s translation).]. 
 The world that Fauconnier evokes rekindles a long tradition of exoticism in French literature, which Henri 
Fauconnier (as recounted to his son, Bernard) alludes to when recalling his experience of Malaya: “Je 
commençais à m’habituer à l’exotisme, à mieux le percevoir, les yeux moins écarquillés” (Fauconnier, B., 
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2003:68). [I started to become accustomed to exoticism, to see it better, less wide-eyed (author’s 
translation).].  
 A world is created in Malaisie devoid of traditional Western models (other than the colonial one), in the 
midst of an alien culture and where essentially an attempt at total freedom from the strictures of Europe and 
its Angst is explored. It is a conventional utopia, one which also unravels, and is consciously pursued as such. 
A most comprehensive definition and description of the novel is provided by literary historian Robert 
Aldrich1. Aldrich has chosen to highlight the homoerotic elements of the novel in his summary of the novel, 
and while this element may be deemed remarkable for its time2, (though it is not really) the novel has a wider 
significance as a philosophical novel and as a modernist exploration of colonialism. 
On one level it would seem that Fauconnier shares much with Victor Segalen (1878-1919) in the way he 
views the exotic – i.e. not merely as a place to marvel at, but as a place to inhabit, much like Segalen did in 
Tahiti. In the introduction to his A Lapse of Memory, the following is written: 
L’exotisme n’est donc pas une adaptation; n’est donc pas la compréhension parfaite d’un hors 
soi-même qu’on étreindrait en soi, mais la perception aiguë et immédiate d’une 
incompréhensibilité éternelle. 
[…] exoticism is not the perfect understanding of something outside oneself that one would 
seek to clasp within one, but on the contrary, a sharp, instantaneous perception of infinite 
incomprehensibility (Segalen, V. Proxénètes de la sensation du divers, 1908: 38) as quoted in 
A Lapse of Memory, trans. Rosemary Arnoux, Brisbane, 1995:19).  
A central element underlying Fauconnier’s text is the notion of unknowability or incomprehensibility, as 
understood by Segalen. Fauconnier seems to resign himself, willingly, to embracing that which will be 
forever, for him as a Westerner, incomprehensible, unknowable with the text frequently devoted to 
philosophical speculation and descriptions which underscore his philosophy. The state of ignorance is 
embraced because it is a release from the burden of knowledge, the burden of history and the responsibility 
that goes with it and the obligation to be part of a system with its attendant politics and legacies. For 
Fauconnier it would seem that he has solved the disjuncture between utopia and dystopia: he has simply 
moved away from Europe and the structures it has created to dominate the world in its Western image.  
                                                          
1
 The Soul of Malaya was the work of another Frenchman, Henri Fauconnier, a pioneer rubber planter in the British colony. 
His only novel won the prestigious Goncourt Prize in 1930 and was translated into English the following year. The book tells 
the story of two men who first meet in the trenches during the First World War. Rolain, like the author is a planter in Malaya, 
and the unnamed narrator goes to Asia during the 1920s. By chance, he meets up with Rolain, who hires him to run his 
estate. Rolain, a solitary philosophical character, admits, ‘I don’t live quite like everybody else’, and admits that he might be 
mad, ‘if madness consists of acting differently to other people’. Unmarried, his only companion is a loyal Malay servant, 
Smaïl. The novel hints that the two may be sexually intimate. Rolain states that ‘I don’t see any difference between loving a 
dog, a mother, a friend, or a mistress.’ He expresses admiration for Tiresias, man and woman in turn; he cites Theocritus, 
author of homoerotic verses; he complains about ‘the European mania for confusing love and lechery’. He advises his young 
European protégé to abandon social conventions and jettison the notion of evil. The narrator meanwhile finds a concubine, 
but refers to her off-handedly as his plaything, and develops a closer relationship with Smaïl’s brother Ngah, whom he hires 
as his servant. The narrator is also clearly attracted to Rolain, though whether as father figure, close friend, spiritual guide or 
something else remains unclear. Rolain stays distant and mysterious, but grows fond enough of the narrator to present him 
with the deed to his estate. 
The Europeans and their servants go for a holiday trip to the seashore. They bathe and sunbake, Smaïl and Ngah wrestle 
on the beach, they stroll around in happy nudity. A British District Officer arrives and breaks the spell. ‘You’re playing at 
Eden,’ he remarks, ‘When I am married I shall regard your conduct here as shocking. An Eden without an Eve or a serpent 
is truly shocking.’ 
the 20th century, one only need to think of writers such as John Henry Mackay (1864-1933) who published inter alia, Der 
Puppenjunge (The Hustler) in 1926, André Gide (1869-1951), Corydon (1920), L’Immoraliste (1902) and Die Verwirrungen 
des Zöglings Törleß (1906) by Robert Musil (1880-1942), to mention but a few examples. It is the colonial setting of Malaisie 
which, combined overtly the notions of imperialism and homoeroticism, that lends itself to the type of analysis which Aldrich 
specialises in in his work entitled Colonialism and Homosexuality. 
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Fauconnier’s way of “Being in the World” is to come to terms with its unknowability and in this way find a 
modicum of escape which holds the promise of happiness. The fact that his ways are unconventional is of 
little concern to him. A life open with endless possibilities of “Being in the World” is the way his protagonist 
Rolain chooses to approach and experience the immediacy of life, not dissimilar to Robert Musil’s Modernist 
masterpiece, Die Verwirrungen des Zöglings Törleß (The Confusions of Young Törless) where immediacy 
and the knowability of life are central themes, and also set in a decaying empire. For Fauconnier’s Rolain, 
any hint of entrapment, be it marriage3, or government, is an anathema as is any manifestation of Western 
arrogance, which in turn is derived I Fauconnier’s terms, from the assumption that the world is indeed 
knowable.  
As a narrative structure, Malaisie is not particularly deftly crafted. Malaisie, is driven by ideas, philosophical 
musings, not plot. In a yet to be published article, Frances Maughan-Browne makes the following observation 
relating to the Nietzschean aspects of the novel: 
It would seem that in The Soul of Malaya the two Frenchmen fall into the category of “awaiting the 
revitalization of primitive gender energy”, because they are actively discarding bourgeois values. The 
“misogynist scapegoating of European women” is conspicuously absent from The Soul of Malaya – in fact 
European women are absent altogether. It has been argued that what Rolain embodies and what Lescale is 
trying to understand is the spirit of the Dionysian – the pure active: this is quite different from the concept of 
“primitive gender energy”  (Maughan-Browne, F., 2005: unpublished).  
The primitive “gender energy” she refers to here is a concept taken from Holden & Puppel’s Imperial Desire 
– Dissident Sexualities and Colonial Literature: 
Such relationships between the colonizer and the not-yet-colonized cannot be simply regarded as “queer”: 
they may, indeed, represent a longing for a nostalgically conceived heteronormative “real masculine” 
preserved in the raw in a natural state on the frontier. Much writing of the New Imperialism mourns the 
passing of such a stage and indulges in misogynist scapegoating of European women in the colonies as 
enforcers of respectable bourgeois, and debilitating, morality. The binarism of gender, however, clearly does 
not map easily onto that of colonization: the colonized may be either hypermasculine, or feminized, while the 
colonizer may either be a protector of bourgeois virtue or a seeker awaiting the revitalization of primitive 
gender energy (Holden & Ruppel, 2003: xi) 
The points raised above are helpful in placing Malaisie, for the present purposes, as a sample of ways of 
“Being in the World”, as a response to the impasse, as an alternative to the dystopia mentioned previously. 
One is presented here with a more immediate rejection of the world, while at the same time the conscious 
recreation of an alternative way of “Being in the World”. Other writers may obliquely suggest an alternative, 
whereas Fauconnier presents the alternative overtly and immediately. Fauconnier is intent on illustrating not 
only with the conscious rejection of the “old world” that Europe represents, but also with the creation of a 
new one where he deems his protagonists can live in a way better suited to their nature, unencumbered by the 
mendacity that pervades the Western mode of life. Malaisie is self-consciously a rejection of the modern 
world, or the world that has become such. It rejects any kind of philosophical system that attempts to justify 
or engage with Europe as it is. Simplistically, Malaisie can be viewed as a hedonistic novel, with such 
                                                          
3
 Bernard Fauconnier recounts his father’s cavalier attitude to marital fidelity – while being married to Bernard’s mother and 
frequently leaving the family behind in Europe while in Malaya: « -Bon, dis-je, les planteur pouvaient donc s’offir n’importe 
quelle femme en toute tranquillité. Tu as dû user de cette prerogative. » 
- Sit u veux. Mais les femmes Malaises ne me plaisaient pas. Trop maigres, trop chiffonnées, trop asiatiques. 
-Alors su t’es mis la ceinture… 
-Pas de tout! Je vais te dire…Seules les femmes hindoues sont belles, clances, ambrées, satinées et soignées […] 
(Fauconnier, B., 2003:91). 
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features as the notion of untrammelled individualism. Aphorisms, also in the form of pantuns, abound in the 
novel; wisdoms conceived in reaction to an untenable Western culture and born out of the free exploration of 
the self. How rooted Malaisie is in a viable modus vivendi is debatable; but that it is rooted in history, of that 
there is little doubt. The novel represents an attempt at transforming reality in order to make it liveable, in 
order to shake off the shackles of that which is deemed to impede human self-realisation. While the novel 
may well be deemed hedonistic in many respects, it’s not a novel that advocates an irresponsible, facile 
cynicism or the pursuit of pleasure for its own sake or a restless procession of desire: it has an ethical core 
which is illustrated by the interaction between Rolain and Lescale. Lescale is the one floundering amid the 
certitude that Rolain exudes; Rolain’s paradoxical notion of the loss of the individual in order to become an 
individual, freed from one illusion, only perhaps to replace it with another illusion. The mystery of nature 
provides one such illusion and its seductive power is omnipresent: 
Cette jungle vit, respire, ronronne. On la sent pénétrée d’un bonheur trop profond pour n’être pas semblable à 
l’indifférence. 
Elle m’accueillait comme une fourmi, elle m’absorbait comme une goutte de pluie. J’étais en 
elle et je la sentais inaccessible, je la contemplais sans la comprendre. Au delà de l’étroit cercle 
d’arbres qui limitait ma vision commençait le domaine immense du mystère, et même autour de 
moi, dans le jeu des ombres et des coulées de soleil, dans le froissement de palmes et le 
battement de feuilles qui nul vent ne touche, dans une sort d’agitation sourde aussi subtile que la 
circulation du sang sous la peau, je découvrais des mirages plus troublants que ceux du désert et 
sentais le frôlement de puissances inconnues (Fauconnier, Henri, 1930: 24-5). [That jungle lives 
and breathes and murmurs, soaked in a happiness so deep that it wears the guise of indifference. 
Ant-like I stood in all that vastness; it seemed to absorb me as though I had been a raindrop. I 
was in it and I felt its remoteness, I observed but I did not understand. Beyond the narrow circle 
of trees that barred my vision began the vast domain of mystery, and even around me in the play 
of the shadow and the shafts of sunlight, among the shivering palm fronds and the rustle of the 
foliage that no wind can reach, in the dim agitation that encompassed me as subtle as the blood 
beneath the skin, I discovered stranger mirages than those of the desert and felt the faint 
pressure of unknown forces (Sutton, 1931: 15-16).] 
Looking at the above passage from an ontological point of view, we can see the individual embracing the 
would-be wonder of the world. Rolain describes himself as being consumed like an ant by the forest, standing 
in a world which he does not understand. He has a vision of the self that moves away from the self, not being 
anthropocentric, on one level. Yet, on closer examination, however, Malaisie is supremely concerned with the 
question of how the individual must find a place in the world. The existential and the ethical become 
synonymous in Fauconnier’s text, and consciously so. This explains in part why plot development is 
secondary. In Malaisie the narrative seems incidental, with the emphasis being more upon how the 
protagonists interact and respond to the world and letting the world enlighten them rather than an imposition 
of their views on the world. This gradual awareness forms the prelude to Lescale’s “learning curve”, as 
Rolain inducts him into the mystery and indeed the reassurance of unknowability, and the vanity of all that is 
human. However, it soon becomes clear in the novel, that Malaisie has an overwhelming didactic quality to it, 
centred around the relationship between Rolain and Lescale. Rolain in effect places himself in the position of 
the all-knowing teacher, trying to disabuse Lescale of his conventional, bourgeois convictions. Lescale is an 
eager pupil, wanting to emancipate himself from the mental conventions which inhibit him and which 
harbour the mendacity which Fauconnier suggests lies at the heart of all that is Western.  
The above passage is very evocative, and by introducing phrases such as “soaked in a happiness” one can 
clearly see what the author’s central concerns are, right at the initial stages of the novel, namely “happiness”: 
in other words all that which is not associated with the cultural straightjacket of Europe. There is a naïve 
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quality to the writing, something akin to post-adolescent juvenilia, which in turn is immediately overturned 
into an exploration of universal philosophical concerns. The words, “I observed, but I did not understand” 
echo a theme throughout the novel, that of the uncomprehending Westerner, who assumes knowledge that he 
does not have. Put differently, the Westerner assumes a cloak of misery which he need not bear. 
The question then inevitably arises what kind of definition can one arrive at for the nebulous term, 
“happiness”. Does it mean living a life of pleasure or virtue? It would seem that in Fauconnier’s terms it 
would be a combination of both, only that his sense of virtue does not rely on its opposite.  
The question that arises from this, without going back to ancient Greek definitions of eudaimonia, is that 
happiness is after all reliant on a certain set of material, political and social circumstances that may be 
deemed to be essential for happiness to be possible at all. Of course, what is deemed happiness is also a 
culturally circumscribed idea, and what Fauconnier presents the reader with is a radical questioning of the 
validity of the would-be Western model of happiness, fulfilment or whatever one may choose to call it. 
Bearing in mind the Modernist precepts of Fauconnier’s novel, it is necessary to concentrate instead on the 
world he creates for the reader and the models of “living in the world” that he has created for the reader.  
What is significant in this passage is the contemplation of the vastness of the jungle, and its attendant 
metaphor, and then the recognition of this vastness immediately becomes internalised and intimate: 
Rolain s’était arrêté lui aussi, et silencieusement se tenait derrière moi comme s’il eût craint que 
sa vue me fût une distraction. Il savait que j’aurais préféré être seul. Je voulus le remercier de 
m’avoir compris et appuyai ma main à son bras. Ce qui gêne dans la présence d’un être humain, 
c’est qu’elle vous fait éprouver qu’il est impossible et nécessaire d’exprimer ce que l’on ressent. 
Je pensais que ce geste me dispenserait de rien dire. Mais je m’aperçus qu’il exprimait plus que 
des mots. Je faisais semblant de regarder la jungle et ne regardais plus que dans le fond trouble 
de moi-même. Je ne savais comment retirer ma main. Il fallait rompre par une diversion le 
charme qui l’attachait (Fauconnier, 1930: 25-6). [Rolain too had stopped and stood silently 
behind me as though he feared to intrude. He knew that I would have liked to be alone. I wanted 
to thank him for having understood, and I laid a hand upon his arm. The presence of another 
human being can be so irksome because it impels one to say that cannot be expressed. I thought 
this gesture would save me from speaking; but I felt that it was more significant than words. I 
still pretended to be looking at the jungle when I was but looking at the confusion in my soul. I 
did not know how to withdraw my hand. I must find some means to break the spell (Sutton, 
1931: 16).]. 
This stark transition from the vastness of creation outside the individual to the universe at work within the 
individual, in a sense prepares the reader for what is to come. The interaction of the world outside the 
individual is reflected in the vastness inside the individual. This is one of the most intimate scenes in the 
novel; others are overtly sensual, while here there is an intense intimacy, all the more intense because of the 
delicate nature of the intimacy and the moment when it occurs. It is all the more effective because of the 
juxtaposition of the endless horizons being aligned with the endless horizons within the individual. As an 
example of “Being in the World” in the sense that Heidegger uses the word, here in this passage we have a 
superb example of just that: “I still pretended to be looking at the jungle when I was but looking at the 
confusion in my soul” (“je faisais semblant de regarder la jungle et ne regardais plus que dans le fond trouble 
de moi-même”). One has here the individual consciously living, not merely reacting to a set of circumstances, 
or bullied into a position by a readily identifiable set of circumstances.  
On another level, Fauconnier’s text provides another set of problems, in that the metaphors at work are often 
disarmed by the temptation to read the text literally, not metaphorically. Fauconnier’s text presents a 
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challenge because of its setting and the difficulty it presents in terms of contextualisation, which of course is 
dependent upon the reader:  
Contexts are external to the text. A text can therefore never provide the integral key to its own sense, that is, 
all the contexts sufficient and necessary to its own reading for two reasons: First, any text is historical, which 
means it is surrounded by a constantly changing universe of contexts; second, any individual reader is the 
unstable holder of contexts that are not only different from reader to reader, but also themselves constantly 
changing. So from both sides, the possible infinity of contexts breaks the well-defined limits established by 
the literality (or materiality) of the text (Stellardi, 2000:53).  
Fauconnier presents this problem acutely in that the context is derived from a very specific set of socio-
historical circumstances which might not be as familiar to a Western reader as those of other Modernist texts 
set in say Prague, Budapest, Vienna, Dublin or Berlin. The reaction to Malaisie in South East Asian critical 
literature elicits overtly political responses because of the very nature of the novel, i.e. one that can be 
accurately described as being philosophical, colonialist as well as modernist: 
Eurocentricism in western discourse makes it difficult to offer counter-discourses to relativise colonialist 
texts; it is present in the most vociferous critic of Imperialism (Yahya, 2003: 208). 
That Fauconnier was critical of imperialism there can be little doubt, even though he benefited from it. But 
the context of his novel underscores the classic colonialist nature of his writing, of the assumptions at work in 
his text. Nor is there any doubt that he loved Malaya, for the escape it provided and also for the prospect of 
self-fulfilment that it offered:  
[…] paradoxalement je bûchais dur au paradis terrestre… Ah, que faisais-je de ces journées à la fois 
monotones et merveilleuses? (Fauconnier, B., 2003:62). […paradoxically I slogged away in an earthly 
paradise… Ah what was I to do with these days, monotonous and wonderful at the same time (author’s 
translation).] 
In this quote above, inter alia, Fauconnier, as reported to his son, Bernard, clearly seems intent on wanting to 
seduce the reader into sharing his vision of the world. He wants to share his Weltanschauung with the use of 
evocative descriptions that do not merely serve to entrance the reader, but to add validity to his underlying 
claim that what lies outside Europe is closer to the eudaimonia, the notion that the search for truth and for 
happiness go hand in hand. Malaya thus becomes the place to find truth, and hence the place where happiness 
is possible, attainable, where fulfilment resides. The concept of eudaimonia also embraces the notion of 
mystery, of happiness and of truth residing in our accepting how little we know, that there is a limit to what 
the human being can know. A Westerner’s blithe equating technical know-how with knowledge is 
undermined in Malaisie, as is the notion that rationality on its own – as Kant suggested long before – can 
provide the key to solving humanity’s problems. The mystery of life is much greater than is imaginable, 
Fauconnier implies, when he has Lescale say the following upon the latter’s first night in the House of Palms: 
Je me sentais en sécurité, et pourtant j’éprouvais une sorte de trouble qui me rappelait l’émotion 
des enfants jouant à cache-cache dans les coins sombres. Me souvenant de certaines paroles de 
Rolain sur l’attrait de ce qui est mystérieux, et me disais en m’endormant : On croirait qu’il est 
venu habiter ici pour s’amuser à se faire peur…(Fauconnier, H., 1930: 30). [I felt no alarm and 
yet I was aware of a sense of uneasiness that children feel when playing hide-and-seek in dark 
corners. Remembering certain words of Rolain on the lure of mystery, I said to myself as I fell 
asleep: One might almost suppose that he has come to live here to enjoy the sensation of fear 
(Sutton, 1931: 19).]. 
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The awareness of the unknowable is buttressed by these musings by Lescale, as fear is associated with what is 
unknown. The image of children playing hide-and-seek further underscores the notion of a world to be 
discovered, as children do. But more than that, what Fauconnier is preparing the reader for is the age-old 
struggle between innocence and experience, in the Blakian sense. The description of fear, of the unknown, is 
the flip side of the search for innocence, something hard to attain when experience has sullied innocence. 
Hence a reading of Fauconnier makes more sense when seeing it through the prism of this eternal battle, that 
of retaining innocence, or at least striving for it, because one knows what its obverse is, namely a surfeit of 
experience, such as one knows, Rolain and Lescale had both had in the trenches of the Western Front. 
Fear lends an intensity to Lescale’s experience – an emotion incongruous one might think in this Eden-like 
environment. It is fear engendered by not knowing and realising that one does not know. Certainties 
evaporate and the novel proceeds with Rolain stripping away all the certainties that Lescale has hitherto 
considered inviolate. Lescale is ripped out of his certainties, but for Rolain the loss of fear reflects a harmony 
with the world he has created for himself. He says he fears elephants less than he does harmless human 
beings; he proffers a spiritual strength that allows him to maintain an innocence in addition to having the 
benefit of experience. This sets him apart. Rolain is not cynical or resigned, but strives to live life with an 
intensity, and an immediacy, that Lescale finds admirable and baffling at the same time. 
“The lure of mystery” is key to the above passage, in that mystery is elevated to a fascination, the ready 
engagement with what cannot be known. In Fauconnier’s, Visions, this theme of the jungle almost seems to 
act as a panacea and reinforces the function of the jungle as a place of refuge from what is knowable. 
Dans ton parc zoologique au fond de la jungle, toi, tu n’as pas pu te rendre compte de ce qui se passait chez 
les hommes (Fauconnier, 1938: 153). [In your zoological garden in the depths of the jungle, you aren’t able to 
take cognisance of what was happening among men (author’s translation).]  
The idea that mystery is alluring is of course not in itself new. But in the context of the utopian world that 
Fauconnier has created, mystery is an essential ingredient. Empirical knowledge as a goal, as something 
worth striving for, is juxtaposed with the ennoblement of knowledge of the self, of the “soul”, namely of not 
necessarily trying to understand subjectivity, but the acknowledgement that it exists as a phenomenon within 
everyone.  
Besides the jungle and the metaphor of mystery that it embodies, the ideal, the utopian is manifested in 
Malaisie in more overtly sensual ways and in ways that undermine normative heterosexuality. This 
undermining of normative heterosexuality in turn also undermines Western industrial modernity and 
hegemony: 
Un jeune Malais, torse et jambes nus, avec un sarong de soie moiré autour des reins, vint à l’appel de Rolain. 
Il avait encore la bonne figure ronde, qui s’ouvre à vous par de grands yeux naïfs, des gosses qu’on voit 
courir tout nus sous les cocotiers des kampongs. 
“Smaïl, tu vas nous préparer le bain, les vêtements du soir, et un bon poulet au kari.” (Fauconnier, 28: 28). [A 
young Malay, with bare chest and legs and a silk sarong swathed about his hips, appeared in answer to 
Rolain’s call. He still had the candid eyes and jolly round face of the small boys who gambol naked under the 
coconut trees in the kampongs. 
“Get a bath ready Smaïl, put out some evening clothes and curry us a chicken” (Sutton, 1931:18).] 
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Amid the luxuriant descriptions of the jungle and the carefree way of life described, counter-posed with the 
notion of fear, one has this evocation of innocence, this description is essentially, albeit subtly, subversive of 
Western norms.  
Smaïl represents the “unencumbered” Malay individual, and with Rolain, similarly, there seems to be the 
same bid for innocence and incorruptibility, because the very notion of corruptibility is part of the Western 
paradigm, from which he seeks escape. In Malaisie, Fauconnier strips away conventional truths, seeking 
forever an underlying truth, devoid of the Western rhetoric that has been imposed on life. He can only live 
this fantasy in his House of Palms and we sense Lescale’s awe at the courage of Rolain’s unconventionality.  
The question arises too whether this “lure of mystery” referred to previously is nothing other than nihilism 
dressed up as utopia. Much of what would conventionally deemed nihilist, (the conscious critique of Western 
bourgeois conventions with their Christian underpinning, for example) is not nihilist in Malaisie. The 
overriding thrust of the novel is essentially a sincere search for something akin to truth and puts forward a 
highly ethical paradigm within its own terms. Fauconnier, akin to Nietzsche, would like to live life without 
the illusions perpetuated by the culture that let loose the First World War. For Lescale this is difficult and 
liberating at the same time. The description of the Malay Smaïl fits in to this world-view. Smaïl is a mystery 
in himself; he is a product of the mysterious jungle, the human crystalisation of mystery and thus evocative of 
the unknown, i.e. of a truth that might very well be indiscernible to the limited human mind. 
While it is not the purpose of this investigation to examine the infinite debate on truth, one can discern in 
Malaisie a preoccupation with the question and one only needs to examine the conflicting meanings that 
Nietzsche, for example, attributes to the concept of truth (Nietzsches Werke, Alfred Kröner Verlag, Leipzig, 
1926: 386-392) to see the scope of but one philosopher’s significant contribution. However, there is much in 
Fauconnier that would seem to be influenced by Nietzsche, and especially Fauconnier’s scepticism of 
empirical truth and logic. One of Nietzsche’s assertions regarding truth (which appears in Volume XVI) and 
which corresponds to Fauconnier’s attempt at emancipating himself from the certainty of truth is the 
following: 
Die Welt die uns etwas angeht, ist falsch, d.h. ist kein Thatbestand, sondern eine Ausdichtung 
und Rundung über einer mageren Summe von Beobachtungen; sie ist „im Flusse“, als etwas 
Werdendes, als eine sich immer neu verschiebende Falschheit, die sich niemals der Wahrheit 
nähert: denn – es giebt keine „Wahrheit“” (Nietzsche, F.1926, Vol. XVI: 100). [The world that 
concerns us, is a falsehood, that is to say, it is not a fact, but rather a poetic exercise and a 
summary about a leaner sum of observations which are “in flux”, something becoming, rather 
than a newly transposed falsehood, which never comes close to the truth: because, there is no 
such thing as truth (authors’ translation).] 
Indeed, Fauconnier – and his protagonist Rolain – become more intelligible when viewed through the prism 
of Nietzsche. While the Nietzschean aspects in Malaisie fall beyond the purview of this investigation, one 
cannot dismiss the continuity in a branch of European philosophy that Fauconnier’s novel represents. 
Knowledge, empirical objectifying knowledge, is a way of organising the world, a form of adaptation for 
human beings to continue being on the earth, as Nietzsche would suggest. But knowledge and truth do not 
necessarily coalesce and this awareness also suffuses the novel. The technique used by Fauconnier often 
resembles the kind of dialogue such as in Plato’s Symposium in the conversations between Rolain and 
Lescale, with Rolain the teacher and Lescale the eager pupil. They strive to arrive at truth through this 
dialogue, underscored by the exotic environment which in turn lends credence to Rolain’s convictions. 
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The obsessional jungle metaphor in the novel continues in an overtly philosophical vein and with a strong 
Nietzschen echo:  
Warum kämpfen die Bäume eines Urwaldes mit einander? Um „Glück?” – Um Macht! (Nietzsche, 1926: 
XVI, 164).[ Why do the trees of a jungle fight with each other? For “happiness”? For Power!” (author’s 
translation).]. 
While this supposed power of trees is seen one way in Nietzsche, either as an aphorism or even sarcastically, 
the echo of power, mystery and the lack of “coincidence” of truth and knowledge are equally present in 
Malaisie. For Smaïl the power of the spirits, in the trees, is real and true. He has a wisdom of sorts, revealed 
in the way he views Rolain’s meanderings in the jungle. Smaïl recounts to Lescale his (Smaïl’s) 
understanding of Rolain’s attempt to investigate the spirit world; in other words, Rolain’s attempt to 
understand the unknowable, or at least to acknowledge the unknowable. Lescale is the witness to this attempt 
and Fauconnier has created this dialogue which follows so as to have the theme of knowledge vs. truth 
explored in a way that is aesthetically coherent, and which emerges, as it were, naturally in the novel. (This 
encounter between Lescale and Smaïl also underscores Mannoni’s observations). 
Smaïl sait adapter son langage à mon ignorance. Il emploie le malais petit-nègre à l’usage des 
blancs, et ce qu’il peut me dire me fait désirer qu’il puisse m’en dire davantage. 
Pour la première fois j’ai plaisir à causer avec un indigène. Car chez ce singulier peuple il semble 
qu’il n’y ait pas de classes sociales ; Smaïl, fils de paysans, pourrait être un fils de rajah. Je le fais 
asseoir près de moi. Je l’interroge sur lui-même, sur Rolain. 
« Que fait-il, seul dans la jungle ? 
Il ne fait rien. Il regarde tout. Quand je suis avec lui, quelquefois il me parle. Mais je crois qu’il 
parle surtout avec les esprits. Il n’a pas peur des esprits. 
Tu en as peur, toi ? 
Il y en a beaucoup dans la jungle, dit Smaïl très bas, – plus que les moustiques. Il y en a dans 
tous les arbres. Avec un autre Tuan, je ne voudrais habiter ici. «  
Il se rapproche de moi, me touche le genou. 
« Que le Tuan me pardonne si je lui demande cela: il faut dire au Tuan Rolain de ne pas aller 
toujours dans la jungle, de ne pas y rester si tard. Regarde, le ciel est jaune… » 
Toute la jungle baigne dans une lueur dorée.  
« Ce jaune, ça les réveille. Ils cherchent partout. Leur foie est acide. Ils veulent faire du mal à 
ceux qui sont seuls… Ah! Tuan, mon foie, à moi, est tout fondu… » (Fauconnier, 1930 :103-
104). [Smaïl knew how to adapt his language to my ignorance. He used pidgin Malay of the 
white man, and what he was able to tell me made me wish that he could tell me more. 
For the first time I enjoyed talking to a native. This strange people seem to know no social 
distinctions; Smaïl, the son of peasants, might well be the son of a rajah. I made him sit down 
beside me; and I asked him about himself, and Rolain. 
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“What does he do in the jungle all alone?” 
He does nothing. He just looks about him.  
When I am with him he sometimes talks to me. But I think he mostly talks to the spirits. He is not 
afraid of the spirits.” 
“Are you afraid of them?” 
“There are many of them in the jungle,” said Smaïl, in a very low tone; “more spirits than 
mosquitoes. There are some in every tree. I would not live here with any other Tuan.” 
 He came up to me and touched my knee. 
“The Tuan will pardon me if I ask him to tell Tuan Rolain not to be always going into the 
jungle, and not to stay there so late. Look, the sky is yellow…” 
The whole jungle was bathed in golden light. 
“That yellow awakens them. They are on the look-out. Their liver is acid, and they will harm 
anyone they find alone….Ah, Tuan, my own liver is all melted…” (Sutton, 1990:74-75).] 
Rolain’s is a quest for knowledge, a quest to arrive at a truth that underlies the surface and thus gives him real 
power. The utopia that Fauconnier presents is but a playing field for Rolain’s exercise of power, not 
necessarily over Lescale – which he has anyway – but a quest for power over the self, over the environment 
which inasmuch as it is unknowable, represents the truth of the human condition. Nietzsche would put it thus 
and sheds light on how one can read Rolain’s philosophical discourses in Malaisie: 
[…] so hatte der Mensch, das Thier-Mensch bisher keinen Sinn. Sein Dasein auf Erde enthielt 
kein Ziel; „wozu Mensch überhaupt?” – war eine Frage ohne Antwort; der Wille für Mensch 
und Erde fehlte; hinter jedem grossen Menschen-Schicksale klang als Refrain ein noch grösseres 
„Umsonst!” Das eben bedeutet das asketische Ideal, dass Etwas fehlte, daß eine ungeheuere 
Lücke den Menschen umstand, – er wusste selbst nicht zu rechtfertigen, zu erklären, zu bejahen, 
er litt am Problems eines Sinns (Nietzsche. 1926: VII, 482).[So Man, the animal-man, had no 
sense to his life. His being on earth contained no goal; “Why is man here at all?” was a question 
without answer; the will for man and earth was missing; behind every grand human destiny the 
refrain was an even bigger “for nothing!” That then means the ascetic idea, that something was 
missing, that man was surrounded by an enormous emptiness – he could not justify himself, 
explain or affirm himself and suffered from the problem of meaning (author’s translation).]. 
Fauconnier also portrays his character Rolain as conforming to the Nietzschean ideal in that he eschews a 
conventional commitment such as marriage would exemplify: 
Welcher grosse Philosoph war bisher verheirathet? Heraklit, Plato, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, 
Kant, Schopenhauer – sie waren es nicht; mehr noch, man kann sie sich nicht einmal denken als 
verheiratet. Ein verheiratheter Philosoph gehört in die Komödie […] (Nietzsche, 1926: VII, 412) 
[Which great philosopher has hitherto been married? Heraclitus, Plato, Descartes, Spinoza, 
Leibniz, Kant, Schopenhauer – they were not; nor can one even imagine them being married. A 
married philosopher belongs in comedy (author’s translation).]. 
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Sensuality is closer to the truth, more authentic, than marriage is, and hence the detailed and evocative 
description of the Malay Smaïl makes sense and has a wider resonance beyond the merely physical. Hence 
sensuality is not linked to any Western notion of transgression. 
Rolain’s search for truth, his ascetic (relatively speaking) mode of life and his denial of conventional 
pleasures, or attitudes make him into a kind of Nietzschean ideal. 
We thus have in Fauconnier the celebration of a would-be unencumbered consciousness as lived through 
Rolain. It is indeed as John Usher points out: “[…] the true centre of the fiction lies in the study of 
consciousness of the individual, adrift in a tide of time” (Usher, 2009: 59). 
 Consciousness is revealed in the way Lescale responds to Palaniaï, an engagement with the people of 
Malaya, and a description not dissimilar to that of Smaïl: 
Palaniaï passait presque chaque jour, la tête chargée des objets qu’elle venait d’acheter au village, régime de 
bananes, écuelle ou bouteille, les bras ballants, les yeux baissés. Elle ne semblait rien voir, et entrait au 
moindre signe. 
J’aimais à caresser longuement ses beaux bras, et cette ceinture de peau brune que laisse à nu, 
entre les banches et les seins, le costume des femme hindoues. Je m’étonnais du contraste entre 
la couleur chaude de la peau et son contact frais. Elle se laissait flatter comme un pouliche 
docile et levait vers moi des grands yeux profonds et vides. N’ayant aucune pudeur, elle n’était 
aucunement impudique, Elle me prodiguait avec simplicité un plaisir plein d’innocence. Une 
femme n’est qu’une friandise, sucrée ou acidulée, et plus ou moins bien présentée. Le bonbon de 
choix que m’offrait la Malaisie de la part de l’Inde ressemblait à ces chocolats roulés dans des 
papillotes multicolores et qui contiennent une liqueur doucereuse (Fauconnier, 1930: 64). 
[Palaniaï passed by nearly every day, her head piled with what she had just been buying in the 
village, hands of bananas, bowls or bottles, her arms swinging and her eyes downcast. She 
seemed to see nothing, and came in at the faintest sign. 
I loved fondling her shapely arms, and that girdle of brown skin left bare between the hips and 
breasts by the dress of Hindu women. I was astonished by the contrast between the warm colour 
of the skin and its freshness to the touch. She let herself be stroked like a docile filly, and looked 
up at me with great and deep empty eyes. Having no modesty, she is in no sense immodest. Her 
simplicity brought me much deep and innocent joy. A woman is no more than a delicacy, sweet 
or sour, and more or less well got up. The choice sweetmeat that Malaya offered me, on behalf 
of India, resembled one of those chocolates wrapped in variegated paper and filled with sugary 
liqueur (Sutton, 1931:44-5).]. 
In this passage again there is the allure of mystery. Mystery in this context would be the incomprehensibility 
of innocence, which for the protagonists, and for Fauconnier, seems to lie in the absence of decadence and 
betrayal that Fauconnier would associate with his own worn-out culture, filled with wanton cruelty – bearing 
in mind that Malaisie is a novel born in reaction to the First World War. The mystery expressed is similar to 
that of Smaïl and of the jungle. While the objectification of Smaïl and Palaniaï is clear enough in the above 
passages, the fact remains that the two people act as symbols of purity, simplicity and of easy uncomplicated 
sensuality not cluttered by the entrapments of religious discourses on physicality, of that great regulator of 
Western mores, Christianity and its attendant cultural strictures. It is clear that it is this which attracts Lescale, 
in the above passage – a tangible release from the strictures of his own culture.  
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Power relations are clearly in Lescale’s favour – people become compared to sweets, like fruit to be picked 
from trees, and animals. Is Malaya viewed as one vast brothel for the pleasure of the white man? While this 
passage contains within it power dynamics that favour the Westerner, especially as one knows that Palaniaï is 
married, in this passage value is again attached to simplicity, a longing for innocence which is – albeit 
problematically – ascribed to the Malay world. And while there are power dynamics at work in this passage, 
Palaniaï is described in a way that is fully appreciative of what is knowable in her, even if that is limited to 
the physical, which it is not: the description of her is evocative, filled with a respectful admiration, but 
underscored by the fact she will never be understood. Malaya thus represents not only a geographic mystery, 
but this mystery is carried over into the people.  
As to the power relations, one can see that the Nietzschean notion of power is also not limited to the sexual 
domain: 
Heureux d’avoir enfin un royaume à gouverner seul, j’avais hâte de révéler mes petits talents et 
d’appliquer mes petits théories. Tout nouveau Directeur de plantation se plaît à démolir les 
institutions les plus chères à son prédécesseur. Il faut montrer qu’on peut faire mieux que lui. 
Ses méthodes étaient mauvaises. Ses favoris tombent en disgrâce (Fauconnier, 1930: 47). [Glad 
as I was to have a kingdom to govern, I made haste to display my little talents and apply my 
little theories. Every new manager delights in demolishing his predecessor’s pet institutions. It is 
essential to show that one can do better than he. His methods were bad. His favourites are 
disgraced (Sutton, 1931: 31-2).]   
Even on a literal level we see this notion of power being alluded to in a way that shows the other ways that 
Lescale is gradually becoming aware of not only controlling his new domain, but he himself gradually has 
become a domain which he conquers. The narrative structure is consistent in that what happens in the 
material aspects of life, as presented in the novel, is echoed in the philosophical aspects of the novel as well. 
The literal exercise of power, with Lescale having his own plantation also translates into a power over the 
self, but one cannot ignore the historical aspect either, and what Rolain and Lescale represent in their 
“domain”. For a further elucidation of this aspect we have to turn to another part of the world which puts the 
phenomenon of Rolain and Lescale into a wider perspective, and explains, at least in part, their inability 
ultimately to understand their environment, in light of subsequent events in the novel. In describing the 
phenomenon of French colonialism in Madagascar, Octave Mannoni makes the following observation that 
applies to any number of colonial situations and one can recognise Rolain and Lescale quite readily: 
Baffled by the mixture of success and failure they have met to understand natives’ behaviour, 
Europeans have resorted to, in their bewilderment, to one of two extreme and opposite attitudes, 
and these attitudes still prevail. Some simply give up the attempt to interpret and declare that 
thought is incommunicable. They draw a hard-and-fast demarcation line between the civilized 
and the non-civilized, and on the basis of some vague notion of racial inequality they conclude 
that the non-civilized are non-civilizable. The others, on the other hand, assume that all men are 
equally endowed with reason, and refuse to see differences which a less abstract psychology 
would immediately have brought to light. This attitude is undoubtedly more liberal at the outset, 
but it leads to an equal, if not greater misunderstanding in the end, for when at length these 
people come up against real differences, they see them as offences against reason and feel an 
indignant urge to correct them in the name of common sense. Though this urge may remain 
moderate and humane enough in its expression, it is fundamentally a product of blindness and 
fanaticism. To use the language of psychology, the first group project upon the colonial peoples 
the obscurities of their own unconscious – obscurities they would rather not penetrate – and 
their interpretation of the natives’ behaviour is repressed because it is associated with the 
dangers and temptations represented by the ‘instincts’ (Mannoni, 2005: 19).  
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The first question that arises is the extent to which the protagonists of Malaisie are indeed definable in the 
terms that Mannoni sets out. This is where the contrast between Rolain and Lescale is most significant in that 
Rolain has shown a willingness to “penetrate his own consciousness” and hence he is not a “European” in the 
sense that Mannoni uses the term. Lescale is at the beginning stages of questioning his own consciousness, 
thanks to Rolain. The descriptions, however, of the colonized conform in the novel in many ways to 
Mannoni’s description of how colonized people are viewed. Palaniaï and Smaïl are seen for what they are to 
Europeans and it is a moot question if they can be seen in any other way, as they are given a very limited 
voice to speak for themselves. And, besides, could a Westerner convincingly be Malay? That is, unless we 
see the dramatic amok scene at the end of the novel as an example of Smaïl’s frustration at being stifled in his 
inability to be himself, to express himself, at always being an object of a European’s wants, needs and 
desires. In this sense the amok scene amounts to an admission in Mannonian terms of an ultimate failure. The 
two protagonists are not cruel, but the power structures they represent and embody are economic and likely to 
be disempowering of the “colonized”4. One has seen the way the European ‘instincts’ as Mannoni calls them, 
have held sway over the protagonists of Malaisie and how often fear is referred to in the novel, especially by 
Lescale – fear of the unknown and the unknowable. Fauconnier contrasts Rolain’s attitude of omniscience 
with Lescale’s naïveté, yet it is through Lescale’s learning process that the reader is taken on a voyage of 
discovery. 
A telling passage in the light of the Mannoni passage above is the following. At first Palaniaï is described as a 
statuette and inveighing against the loneliness of plantation life, Lescale then complains about how 
unsatisfactory Palaniaï is as a companion:  
Palaniaï… Un bibelot, une statuette. Oui, elle fait bien, sur des draps blancs. Petite Vénus au négatif. Eh bien, 
quand je la vois venir, tortillant sa croupe comme un chien content, le visage plein de honte, le cœur plein 
d’orgueil, ah ! je la chasse : va-t’en, petite bête (Fauconnier, 1930: 132). [“Palaniaï?… a plaything, a 
statuette. Yes, she looks well against the white sheets; a small negative Venus. Well, then I see her coming 
for all the world like a dog wagging its tail, shamefaced but full of self-conceit, Ah! I feel I could boot her 
out, the little beast… (Sutton, 1931: 101).] 
Lescale then recounts his disenchantment with Ha Hek, his Chinese manservant: 
« Et Ha hek! C’est Ha Hek surtout qui écope. Il est si correct! Et ce sourire chinois, ce sourire de 
lune, ce sourire homogène, oui, d’autant plus homogène qu’il est composé d’obséquiosité, 
d’astuce et de mépris… Il n’a encore reçu qu’un poulet rôti dans se sourire, mai je n’ai pas de 
revolver. Vois tu, c’est son existence même que je lui reproche plus que ses défauts. […] et ce 
porc dont il me gave pour faire sa contrebande d’opium… 
- Comment cela? 
- Oui, quand il va à la ville il rapporte des tubes pleins d’opium dans la viande de porc. Il sait 
bien que les policiers malais n’y toucheront pas, ces bons musulmans (Fauconnier, 1930: 132-
3). [“And Ha Hek! It’s Ha Hek above all that riles me beyond endurance. He is so correct! And 
that Chinese smile, that eternal moon smile, compounded of servility, astuteness, and contempt. 
                                                          
4
 
The literary works of Sir Hugh Clifford (1866-1941), however, illustrate, albeit in a contradictory and contested way, the power structures indigenous to 
Malaya which were operating to disempower the peasantry who were defenceless against the often tyrannical rule of the sultans in pre-British Malaya, 
before the notion of equality before the law was introduced by the British colonial authorites. While it is not within the purview of this study to make a 
comparative analysis of the underlying philosophies and policies of French and British colonialism, besides ample documentation, it stands to reason that 
the approaches of imperial powers to their respective empires was closely linked to the institutions, traditions and attitudes dominant in the mother 
countries.
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I have only thrown a roast chicken at that smile as yet, – I haven’t got a revolver. You 
understand, it’s his very existence rather than his faults that I can’t forgive […] and the pork 
with which he stuffs me in order to smuggle his opium… 
“How do you mean?” 
“Yes, when he goes to town he brings back tubes of opium concealed in pork; he knows very 
well that the Malay police, being good Moslems, won’t touch it (Sutton: 1931: 101-2).]  
We thus see a disenchantment creeping in with the exotic; it is no longer that innocent. The relationship has 
become practical and the validity of the Malay adventure for Lescale seems to be more reliant on the 
emotional bond with Rolain or with the other Malay males. Mannoni’s observation, however, seems to apply 
to this rather more banal aspect of Lescale’s existence in Malaya.  
But subsequently the intensity of the experience, and what is rendered possible simply by not being in 
Europe, is illustrated in the following passage: 
Pourtant j’avais rêvé une vie aventureuse. La première fois que tu m’as parlé de la Malaisie… 
Tu étais en pleine aventure – et déçu. Maintenant tu crois avoir épuisé la Malaisie. Quelle folie! 
Nul pays ne déçoit, qu’on explore en profondeur. La satiété est une maladie de touriste. Il faut 
savoir tourner la page. Le monde, vois-tu, le moindre coin du monde, est un livre de Mille et 
une Nuits, et mille et une signifie qu’on ne s’arrêtera pas à mille, ni à cent mille… il y aura 
toujours une unité à mettre au bout de l’infini. Ne sens-tu pas que la Malaisie, tu l‘ignores 
encore? 
Oui, je l’ignore, dis-je, et c’est peut-être justement cela qui m’a troublé. L’autre nuit, quand 
nous parlions des esprits des morts, elle m’est apparue dans un mystère intact, quelque chose 
d’insondable […] (Fauconnier, 1930: 136-7). [And yet I had dreamed of an adventurous life. 
The first time you talked to me about Malaya…” 
“Yes, you were out for adventure – and you were disappointed. Now you think you have 
exhausted Malaya. Nonsense. No country can be disappointing if you explore the depths of it. 
Satiety is the disease of the tourist. You must know how to turn over the page. The world, even 
the smallest corner of it, is a Book of the Thousand and One Nights, which means that it won’t 
stop at a thousand, nor at a hundred thousand… There will always be a unit to add to the 
infinite. Surely you must feel that you don’t yet know Malaya.” 
“I know I don’t,” I said; “and that’s perhaps just what has upset me. The other night when we 
were talking about the spirits of the dead, I suddenly saw the place as a mystery untouched, 
unfathomable […]”(Sutton, 1931: 104-5).] 
In other words we see here the underlying theme, not of a utopia as such, but Malaya as a space where a re-
enchantment with the world can take place, with all its attendant dangers and frustrations and the prescribed 
ways of being that Europe, in Fauconnier’s view, imposes on the individual. Being in the World according to 
the prescriptions derived from an oppressive culture is clearly not a being that Rolain can contemplate. He 
claims to have won a freedom for himself in the idyll that is his Malaya. Seen thus, many of his other 
observations and utterances make sense and give the novel its cohesion, tenuous as that may be on a purely 
narrative level. 
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Upon ascending upon a rock, Rolain says: 
D’ici nous voyons notre passé et notre avenir, disait Rolain. Les semaines que nous allons vivre, 
les voici; ce fleuve qui nous conduira vers ces plages, ces plage sans fin, ligne blanche au bord 
d’un océan vide. 
Nous n’en voyons que le décor, pensais je… Pourquoi Rolain, alors que le corps a des yeux par 
devant pour voir où il va, notre esprit a-t-il ses yeux par derrière? Le destin nous conduit dans 
un dos-à-dos, une voiture d’où on ne voit les choses qu’après qu’elles sont passées […] 
L’humanité est un explorateur qui avance à reculons (Fauconnier, 1930: 154-5). [“From here we 
can see our past and our future,” said Rolain. “The coming weeks are here before us: the river 
that will bear us to those shores – a white line edging an empty ocean.” We only saw the setting, 
I thought…”. How is it, Rolain, that though the body has eyes in front to see the way, our 
consciousness has its eyes behind? […] Humanity is an explorer who advances backwards.” 
(Sutton, 1931: 119).] 
Amid the philosophical musings, the pre-Sartrian exultations of freedom which abound in the novel, we see a 
gradual move towards a catharsis, not only a sensual catharsis but an existential one. A celebration of life 
ensues, an idyll of incomprehensibility which culminates in the amok scene towards the end of Malaisie. 
However, one can also look at Malaisie in the following terms: The new tropical colonies, the latest in a long 
line of last frontiers, presented both a special resource for white male self-fashioning and its testing ground 
(Anderson, W., “The Trespass Speaks: White Masculinity and Colonial Breakdown,” in American Historical 
Review 102(5) (1997): 1343-1370. 
The question thus arises, is Fauconnier’s novel a tour de force of a Western pathology, as Anderson, above, 
would suggest can happen in colonial contexts? Or, is Malaisie a conscious reaction against a Western mode 
of life? Does Fauconnier’s novel indeed amount to being a conscious philosophical system, absorbing and 
expressing as it does a host of ideas that went before him and which were to follow? The idyllic world he 
portrays, and the role-model Rolain represents with its homoerotic undertones do suggest both lines of 
thought, even though one can detect in Malaisie an awareness that the idyll might in fact be just that, namely 
an idyll, a utopia, in the original sense of being a “non-place”, a “nowhere”. 
When Lescale says referring to Rolain, “Avec lui, j’irais n’importe où…(Fauconnier, 1930: 157). [With him I 
knew I would go anywhere…(Sutton, 1931: 121)] this is meant in a philosophical sense as well as in a literal 
sense. Life is lived as a voyage, with an emotional force that drives this abandonment of all that would be 
deemed essential in the bourgeois, Western context. The tropics bestow license, but whether this can be 
deemed necessarily to be a pathology as Anderson would suggest is a moot point.  
A deft summary of Malaisie is found in the following, published in a study entitled Turning Eastward: 
Vladimir Tretchikoff’s Orient. 
Henri Fauconnier, the French colonist and plantation owner writing in the late 1920s, makes 
repeated qualifications regarding the efficacy of reason in the East. This view can be seen as 
merely stereotypical and as reaffirming the continued currency of the West as virile and the East 
as passive, and yet, when probed more deeply, one discovers another world-view that is 
irreducible to the pejorative readings of the instrumental and positivistic Western mind. In 
Malaisie (translated as The Soul of Malaya), winner of the Prix Goncourt in 1930, Fauconnier 
unerringly evokes the magical or inexplicable. The ‘soul’ of Malaya, he proposes, defies 
rational containment: We should do no more than interpret the thoughts that hover in the air 
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about us. That is what the Malays do. Malayan spirits are dumb: but the Malays understand 
them (quoting Fauconnier, 2003:52) .  
Does Fauconnier’s rejection of rationality amount to a pathology, or is it a plea for a more humane world 
where the individual is not constantly reacting to the demands of an industrialised society? One is aware of 
Fauconnier’s own particular circumstances and the inherent contradiction of his existence, namely that of 
depending on the plantation system – a major part of the Western dominated economies in South East Asia. 
One has seen evidence in Fauconnier’s text that it goes beyond the idea of Malaya defying “rational 
containment”. The novel cannot be read without taking cognisance of the French exoticist traditions, nor of 
the Nietzschean elements that echo a fraught nihilism. The novel does have a philosophical dimension that 
allows for a reading of the novel as a phenomenological or an ontological exercise and simultaneously an 
affirmation of life, a re-enchantment of life, with life. Nihilism is too fraught a concept to be helpful unless 
one sees the nihilist elements in the novel as a rejection merely of the forms of life, rituals and the forma 
mentis that Western culture could be said to impose on the individual. The unbridled individualism to which 
Malaisie attests, straddles various philosophical genres and avenues and even echoes the salient features of 
Viennese Modernism. 
Returning to the text itself, an examination again reveals a complex interaction with the world, of individuals 
caught between what they are and what they want to be; suspended between their past and the present, but 
which leaves the future unconfronted except as seeing it as an impasse, but an evocative one, one which 
relativises the individual into something that merely forms part of the cosmos: 
Si maintenant je mourais, pensais-je, il n’y aurait pas de différence, je continuerais à nager dans un univers où 
des millions de mondes naissent et meurent…(Fauconnier: 1930: 171-2). [If I were to die now, I thought, it 
would make no difference, I should still be swimming in a universe where millions of worlds are born and 
die…(Sutton, 1931: 133).] 
This passage comes at the culmination of many events recounted in the novel, of many introspective, pensive 
moments where Lescale tries to grapple with the implications of Rolain’s word.  
One sees the entry into a realm of the ethereal, of total escape from the world and its ills and an immersion 
into a realm that bespeaks a total freedom, unchained by any constraint. The certainty of past and present 
have become blurred by now in the novel, and the future is of little concern – the individual has become such, 
paradoxically, by the denial of individuality. This plea for a fuller life, a celebration of life seems to refute 
much of the lugubrious nature that characterises the modernist discourse. But in its exultation of life, 
Fauconnier’s novel is clearly a rebellion against all that which modernity has caused humanity to suffer.  
The plea for a return to nature, for an idyll and its obvious view of Europe as the root of all that renders 
humanity unhappy takes the reader into a realm of awareness that is clearly reactionary on the one hand, but 
also – by illustrating the opposite of what Europe had come to mean for the writer – the critique of Europe is 
ever present. Malaisie is thus as much about Europe and its ills as it is about trying to find innocence in the 
jungles and beaches of Malaya. Musings about the nature of life, about Being in the World are layered one on 
top of another throughout the novel, and Rolain’s observations at times seem contradictory. While on the one 
hand, as in the passage quoted here below, there is the exultation of freedom, and innocence, soon thereafter, 
enigmatically, Fauconnier unravels Rolain’s assertions by saying: “Pour jouir de la magie du monde il faut 
une âme plus complexe, des sens moins innocents […]” (Fauconnier, 1930: 181). [To enjoy the magic of the 
world one needs a more complex soul, and less innocent senses…(Sutton, 1931:139).] 
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This would seem contradictory, but Fauconnier attributes these words to Lescale, as if trying to provide a 
contrast to Rolain’s reverie. Whatever the interplay between the two protagonists, it remains true that the 
exploration of the soul, the exploration of Being lies at the heart of the novel in an unbridled and virtually 
uncircumscribed context. While Malaisie is placed within the context of colonial Malaya, it does not contain 
references to specific historical events. This can be seen as an attempt to de-historicise the human experience, 
the human condition as much as is possible, while retaining enough of a context to lend credibility to the 
philosophical convictions and the characters in the novel. 
Amid scenes of naked boys, Smaïl and Ngah, wrestling on the beach and La Roque, the District Officer 
intervening in the would-be libertine beach scene, Lescale makes the following observation: 
Comment n’avais-je pas pensé qu’en effet ce fruit, qui contient la science du bien et du mal, c’était la morale? 
On croit toujours qu’un mythe est incompréhensible. Mais il n’y a pas de définition plus claire que celle-là 
(Fauconnier, 1930: 184) [How was it I never realised that the fabled fruit, which contained the knowledge of 
good and evil was morality? One always believes that a myth is incomprehensible. But no definition could be 
clearer (Sutton, 1931: 142).]  
Here one sees Fauconnier attacking the very basis of the Western, Judeo-Christian tradition, and the 
monotheism that lies at the heart of Western civilisation and its attendant dolorous history, of which 
modernity is part. Fauconnier’s invective against modernity goes beyond the modernity of which he is a part. 
By now standing outside, as much as he can he gives free reign to a pre-Christian world, a pre-lapsarian 
world which he has found in Malaya. Morality, as he says here, is the mental rigour that has led his Europe to 
triumph and to have faith in knowledge, in the alleged capacity to know truth, as such. The crisis of 
knowledge and certainty, of which Malaisie is an exploration, is resolved for Fauconnier in the world of 
myth, in the world of the senses. Rolain and Lescale have found a resolution to their respective inner 
antagonisms in the “enabling environment” that Malaya is for them, an environment that allows them to 
“refashion” (to use Anderson’s term), the self. The refashioning of the self as seen in Malaisie reflects a 
consciousness, a consciousness born out of opposition to something, and that something is the Western mode 
of thought, that has caused suffering in the protagonists.  
Fauconnier stands completely outside his cultural milieu, while trying, however, to be part of it. Fauconnier’s 
attempts to decipher the question of “il nostro stare al mondo”, (as the philosopher Salvatore Natoli from puts 
it 1996:7), “our being in the world”, in “Heideggerian” terms. The fact that Fauconnier is determined to 
uproot the discussion, the question of being from a familiar, Western environment and violates a 
conventionally accepted moral milieu, is in keeping with the premises of his novel: to present a world that is 
patently non-Western, but one which challenges the conventional Western mind (Lescale) to explore a deeper 
sense of being. 
In Malaisie, the “salvageability” or not of what for convenience’s sake one can call the “Western model” is 
not a concern. Rolain sums up this attitude in the following: 
Toute contrée où l’homme ne peut pas vivre nu en toutes saisons est condamnée au travail, à la guerre, à la 
morale (Fauconnier, 1930: 186). [Every land in which man cannot live naked all the year round is condemned 
to work and war and morality (Sutton, 1931: 143).] 
Clearly, in Malaisie  the worlds Fauconnier creates, the ethical awareness that he explores has a moral 
dimension. Fauconnier could be accused of being nihilist (in the most conventional meaning of the world), 
wilfully naïve, but his “project of inquiry” is also a quest for a truth, albeit a truth couched in a muddle of 
metaphors and aphorisms.  
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A clear ontological, phenomenological consideration is found in the following passage which Fauconnier puts 
in the thoughts of Lescale: 
Il a fallu, pour que j’existe, un concours miraculeux de hasards favorables. Hasard effrayant de 
la conception qui a donné la vie à chacun de mes ancêtres, hasards qui la lui ont conservée 
jusqu’à l’âge adulte. Un microbe de plus, et je ne serais pas né. Un autre serait né, qui me 
ressemblerait moins qu’un frère, auquel manquerait, à partir de ce microbe, la moitié de mon 
arbre généalogique, la moitié des cases de mon cerveau, mais possédant peut-être, à la place, la 
semence du génie ou du crime (Fauconnier, 1930: 193-4:). [The creation of me called for a 
miraculous conjunction of chances: the dreadful hazard of conception that gave life to each of 
my forebears and more hazards that preserved them until maturity. One microbe more, and I 
should not have been born. Another, more alien than a brother would have come into existence, 
who in virtue of that microbe, would lack half of my genealogy, half of the cells in my brain, 
but would possibly possess, in their place, the seed of genius or crime (Sutton, 1931: 149).]. 
One sees in this extract Fauconnier’s phenomenological and ontological preoccupation; his quest, his 
grappling for a truth behind the haphazardness of existence. The impasse, in part, in Malaisie lies in two 
aspects, namely the inability to arrive at a successful resolution of the problem he articulates above, albeit it a 
rather obvious preoccupation. But, the second aspect of impasse that we find in this consideration quoted 
above is that the question of a viable future for his protagonists has straddled into the realm of the 
unknowable and effectively amounts to a resignation to the sensual, to the joyous, i.e. into a realm of 
permanent irresolution of the Problematik that his novel represents. It is in the amok scene where Fauconnier 
comes back to a confrontation with the limitations of a joyous sensuality that pervades so much of the novel.  
The climax of the confrontation with the truth of the situation in which Lescale and Rolain find themselves is 
introduced by Fauconnier as follows: 
Le geste, comme disait Rolain, qui porte une certitude…Mais pouvais-je deviner quel serait le sien à l’heure 
fatidique? (Fauconnier, 1930: 283). [The deed, as Rolain had said, that carried uncertainty…. But could I 
guess what his would be at the fated hour? (Sutton, 1931: 223).] 
Fauconnier is saying that action, a deed, is that which represents certainty, however misguided it might be: 
L’homme accueille le mystère, qui l’épouvante, mais appelle le miracle et met sa foi dans l’absurde 
(Fauconnier, 1930: 282). [Man loves the thrill of mystery, but cries aloud for miracles and puts his faith in the 
absurd (Sutton, 1931: 222).]  
It would seem that all the philosophical musings in the novel culminate in an act of mystery, in Smaïl’s spirit 
being taken from him as Pa Daoud suggests. Smaïl comes to embody the mystery, the unintelligibility of 
Malaya, and becomes a symbol for unknowability. The disappearance of the kris , alerts Lescale and Rolain to 
the danger of the situation. The kris is also a weapon of ritual significance, and here symbolises very 
effectively the resurgence of a self-awareness on the part of Smaïl: 
Smaïl goes into a murderous rage with the kris – an act, a certainty, in Fauconnier’s terms, which he describes 
thus: 
Cette frénésie qu’on appelle amok, ne serait-ce pas la revanche, l’évasion dans la révolte d’une 
âme trop sensible à la suggestion, humiliée de se savoir esclave, et qui, à la fin, s’est contractée 
en elle-même, accumulant tant de forces qu’il suffit d’un prétexte futile pour que tout éclate? 
Cette frénésie n’est pas de la folie, c’est un délire lucide, qui sait utiliser toutes les resources de 
la ruse. Smaïl a préparé son coup (Fauconnier, 1930:288). [The frenzy that is called amok may 
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well be a revenge, a self-liberation through revolt; a soul too sensitive to suggestion, humiliated 
by its own conscious enslavement, at last turns upon itself, and accumulates so much energy 
that only the faintest pretext is needed to release it. What follows is not madness, it is a lucid 
frenzy that can utilise all the resources of guile. Smaïl had laid his plan (Sutton, 1931: 226-7).] 
Here the East and the West come together in a sense, in that Smaïl’s revolt, Fauconnier tells us, is lucid, has 
an internal logic. It is mysterious in that it is not a rational response to a given situation, but through the amok 
dénouement of the novel, Fauconnier is acknowledging the effective slavery that the sensitive Smaïl has felt; 
Malaisie here ceases to be a mere tour de force of exoticist literature, but rather an engagement with the 
effects of the encounter of modernity on a Malay individual, on the Malay people. The impasse is complete. 
The rage that ensues, is directed not at Europeans, but at Rajah Long and eventually we see Smaïl 
disappearing into the jungle, the “boundless” jungle, thus keeping alive the metaphor of the jungle as the 
locus of eternal mystery, of refuge. The enigmatic death scene at the end of the novel, the dream-like 
interplay between life and death is rendered understandable with the words: 
Ne disait-il pas que nous ne tenons à la vie que par habitude, comme un chien attaché à sa niche, s’y attaché? 
(Fauconnier, 1930: 309). [Had he not himself said that we cling to our life from habit, just like a dog grows to 
love his kennel? (Sutton, 1931: 244).]  
The enigmatic ending of the novel illustrates an impasse, namely the affirmation of the unknowability of 
existence, its ineluctable unknowablity. However, the unknowability does not diminish an enchantment with 
which the protagonists engage with their existence, even though their lives are at an impasse, even though the 
Western culture which they represent, is at an impasse. The experience of existence in its immediacy would 
seem to be Fauconnier’s way of deciphering existence. The mere fact that Fauconnier’s world and his goals 
are not immediately discernible in a conventional mode renders the novel reflective of an impasse. The 
metaphor of a personal life and that of an entire civilisation is maintained in the dénouement as is the 
endowment of existence with an on-going mystery. The resolution Fauconnier finds is one in which fear of 
death is attenuated and diminished.  
Malaisie thus represents an expanded awareness on an existential plain and represents a radical shift in 
consciousness vis à vis  the comprehensibility of existence.  
What Fauconnier has done in Malaisie is to grapple, as have myriad authors, with philosophical convictions 
in narrative form. His novel represents an attempt to come to terms with mystery and finds an absolute in 
unknowability, without relinquishing an ethical engagement with life. Similarly to Fauconnier, philosophers 
such as Ernest Gellner, Karl Popper as well as Nietzsche have also grappled with the limits of human mastery 
and systems that want to be totalising, that deprive existence of its spontaneity and immediacy. Gellner and 
Popper in particular challenge all-encompassing views of life that result in conformity inherent in systems of 
thought that lay claim to an absolute truth and in turn lead to political and social tyranny Fauconnier 
represents a departure from the engagement with systems of thought and their social and political 
consequences and says at one stage in the amok chapter:  
Ah! Une fois dans la vie, se révolter contre tout ce qui est fort, organisé, auguste, contre les civilisations et les 
morales. Comme Smaïl. Ce serait beau, cela, ce serait amusant…(Fauconnier, 1930: 308). [Oh to revolt for 
once against power, against everything organised and imposing, against civilisation and morality! Like Smaïl. 
That would be exhilarating (Sutton, 1931: 243).]. 
Malaisie can thus be seen as an exposition of existence, as something to be explored in all its immediacy, a 
re-enchantment with life. There is the conscious notion of liberation from the arbitrariness of history’s whims 
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and social norms. These notions are undermined by the revelation of a Malay reality that is happily ignorant 
of the Westerner’s concerns.  
Malaisie aspires to something absolute that has an “ideal existence-in-itself” (Bleicher, 1980:28). The 
question thus arises: how does the novel arrive at a “value”, and what is that “value”? How does the novel 
illustrate and arrive at “a consciousness with the help of a mental structure that transcends the empirical self 
and incorporates it into a higher cosmos”? (Bleicher, 1980: 28; Betti, 1955: 23). 
The answer may lie in the fact that while the novel is Modernist, what one is in fact talking about is a process 
of secularisation. Or, to be more specific, the arrival at value, at spiritual value, without recourse to anything 
obviously transcendent. While Modernism may be conveniently equated with secularisation, Malaisie 
represents a quest for an enduring sense of value, something that is not plagued by the inherent mendacity 
which he sees as a sine qua non of the Western mode of existence. 
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